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### Feature
Pacesetting Print and Electronic Media from Heinle & Heinle: Educators Review for J.E.T.T.

- Cara a Cara
- Système-D
- Tête à Tête
- Du Tac Au Tac
- Entre Líneas
- France From Within
- The French Way
- Reden, Mitreden, Dazwischenreden
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*Prego: An Invitation to Italian* 2nd Edition

*Defining and Developing Proficiency: Guidelines, Implementations and Concepts*

*Japanese: Step I*

### COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE...

**Language Learning Technology from PH-Electronics**
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Teaching French Language and Culture With French Feature Films on Videocassettes  
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When the Truck That Brings Your Satellite Antenna Leaves, Does the System Really Work?  
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### UPCOMING EVENTS:
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Learning Centers of the 1990’s CALL FOR PAPERS

Hokkaido International Foundation’s Exchange Program

Middlebury College’s New Technologies Program in Teaching Foreign Languages

Studies Abroad Programs
More Capabilities

Less Confusion

WITH STAR SYSTEM™

Only ELS Educational Media has designed a learning lab that meets all your teaching objectives... and challenges you to find more!

The SSTAR SYSTEM not only has unlimited capabilities and applications, it is probably easier to operate than ANY OTHER LAB. Any teaching program you design (no matter how complicated) is controlled by the SSTAR SYSTEM Computer Random Access Memory and stored on a regular cassette tape. To recall the entire program for classroom operation, simply push four buttons and the SSTAR SYSTEM executes your lesson plan AUTOMATICALLY!

THE SSTAR SYSTEM MEETS ANY TEACHING Objective...

☆ Up to 12 Different Program Channels Simultaneously
☆ Compile Student Responses on One Tape for Grading
☆ Select Up to 12 Random Groups
☆ Unique Monitoring Capabilities
☆ Automatic Testing Functions

ANY FUNCTION, ANY SEQUENCE, ANY OBJECTIVE...

AUTOMATICALLY!

“Working to Broaden Your Teaching Horizons”

ELS EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

12400 N. Santa Fe, Oklahoma City, OK 73114

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-654-8428
SAME HIGH GRADE, VOICE TAPE WITH ALL THE IMPORTANT FEATURES AS USED BY PROFESSIONAL DUPLICATORS.

5 SCREW PRECISION HOUSING

SUPER HIGH ENERGY, LOW NOISE.

39¢

EA.

C-62

C - 92 - 49¢

minimum order: 100 tapes per length

WE SPEAK ALL LANGUAGES!

Parlez Vous Francais? Sprechen Sie Deutsch?
¿Se Habla Español? Do You Speak English?

No matter how you say it, it sounds better on EMBASSY CASSETTES... and for less! Let your ear be the judge. Discover the special benefits that EMBASSY CASSETTE has to offer. Such as...

- Professional duplicator-grade tape at lowest prices.
- Orders are shipped the same day they are received. You save money by eliminating costly inventories.
- Orders conveniently delivered to your front door.
- All cassettes are fully guaranteed to your complete satisfaction.
- Embassy serves Language Specialists and Universities nationwide.

All standard length tapes, hard plastic and soft poly-vinyl boxes, blank labels, bulk erasers, and other cassette accessories in stock. Embassy also carries video tapes and accessories.

NEW SAVINGS FOR YOU...

Embassy now stocks high speed cassette copiers at discount prices. These copy at sixteen times normal playing speed! Call our toll-free number for details on your particular requirement!

TO ORDER, simply fill out the order form and send it with your check today.

ITEM QTY. PRICE SHIPPING TOTAL
- C-62 @ $36.00 $2.50 per 100
- C-92 @ $39.00 $2.50 per 100
- Soft Poly box @ $49.00 $2.50 per 100
- Hard Plastic box @ $10.00 $2.00 per 100
- Blank White Labels @ $13.00 $2.00 per 100

SUBTOTAL

CA. RES. 6% TAX

TOTAL ENCLOSED

3617 W. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 500
Santa Ana, CA 92704
(714) 557-5757

(800) 541-8899
(800) 331-1132 in Ca

ASK FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS!

Name _________________________________
Address ________________________________
Cty ____________________________________
State _________________ Zip ________________
Telephone (_______) ___________________________

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Embassy Cassette unconditionally guarantees all tapes to your complete satisfaction.
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